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EVA EXPANSION RULES 
(ENG_v2108e) 

EVA is an expansion and requires Myraclia board game to play 

 
CONTENTS: 

  

 8 EVA Tactics cards 
2 EVA sheets (EVA & ADAM) 

2 Temper cards 
1 Double-sided AID sheet 

1 Customized D8 dice 
6 Wooden Counter tokens 
1 Transparent EVA D6 dice 

7 Drafting markers 
1 this Rulebook 

  

These rules will teach you to play Myraclia with one or two ‘Eternal Opponents’ (2P or 3P 
game). More ‘Human Players’ can participate as well. You need to know Myraclia base game 
rules first to play this expansion. 

 You can learn Myraclia and Myraclia Eva rules by watching the ‘Learn To Play 
Myraclia’ and ‘Myraclia Eva – Playthrough’ videos on YouTube. 

Unless explicitly written in these rules or it is obvious otherwise, a) name Eva is used regardless 
of whether you choose Eva or Adam as your Eternal Opponent, b) the Player term is used for 
both Human Player and Eternal opponent, and c) these rules contain only adjustments to the 
standard rules (base game rules) while standard rules remain in place. 

First, remember these general Eva expansion principles.  

• When the EVA D6 dice is used for selecting between 2-3 
options, D6 simulates D3 dice ([6] results considered to be 
the [1], [5] being the [2], and [4] being the [3]). For 4-6 
options, D6 works as ‘normal’. Pick the corresponding 
number of wooden counter tokens to mark eligible options 
(Myraclia tiles, empty spaces designated for Myraclia 
surface expansion, tiles on Tiles Display, tile for 
reservation, etc.)  

• You roll the dice up until you get an eligible result. 
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• In rare situations, when there are more than six suitable options, the last Human Player 
on the Scoring board decides. 

• When placing elements on numbered fields for Eva, you put them randomly from your 
hand on the numbered fields starting on the empty field with the lowest number. 

• There can be only one Element on each Numbered field. If all eight numbered fields are 
occupied, place the remaining elements to Eva’s supply. 

• this symbol means you cannot use this particular tactic during the first round 
(remember to check the proper Tactics card side first) 

• this symbol means you cannot use this specific tactic after the end game trigger is 
activated (any Player fully terraformed the eight Myraclia tiles)  

 
SETUP 

 
 

Choose your desired Eternal Opponent and select a 
proper EVA sheet (Adam or Eva). You can add an AID 
extension if you want. Choose the player disks set for 
your Eternal Opponent. 

 

 

Attach 7 Drafting markers orderly to the Drafting 
board as shown on the picture.  

 

 

Make 8 Tactics cards, 6 Wooden Counter 
tokens, and both dice (D6 and D8) ready. 

 

 
 

Place 2 random Elements drawn for Eva on Numbered fields. 
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DRAFTING 
 

Eva uses D8 dice to pick Elements. Each dice value 
corresponds to the marked space on the Drafting board; value [0] is 
considered a miss. If the D8 dice result matches the position of free 
Element, Eva places drafted Element to her supply. Otherwise, it 
goes to an empty Numbered field with the lowest number.  

The first dice result must match the position with available Elements (repeat until a match 
occurs). Eva takes the Element from the matching position and places it in her supply. Then 
she puts her small Players disk to the circle space under the Element position. Eva follows 
general drafting principles when shifting her disk during the drafting phase.  

When drawing the following Elements, it may happen (and often happens) that the dice result 
does not match the position on the Drafting board with the available Element (‘miss’). In this 
case, follow these principles to determine from which position Eva chooses the next Element... 

Zero dice roll result 

Eva chooses Element from the same position her small Player disk is located. If there is no 
Element on this position, she takes the rarest Element available (from the most left position 
on the Drafting board). Only positions to the left of her player disk are taking into account for 
this purpose. If there are no rarer Elements available, Eva takes the least rare (most common) 
Element (from the most right position on the Drafting board).  

Odd dice roll result 

Eva takes less rare Element relative to her current token location. When picking from positions 
with the less rare Elements, Eva follows this priority order (the next applies only if the previous 
one could not): least Elements on position > position the immediately preceding Player took 
Element from > closest position to Eva’s token location. If less rare Elements aren’t available, 
Eva chooses Element from the same position her small Player disk is located. If there is no 
Element either, she takes rarer Element from the closest location (column) to her Player disk.  

Even dice roll result 

Eva picks rarer Element relative to her current token location. When selecting between 
positions with rarer Elements, the following priority order shall apply (the next applies only if 
the previous one could not): least Elements on position > position the immediately preceding 
Player took Element from > closest position to Eva’s token location. If there are no rarer 
Elements, Eva chooses Element from the same position her small Player disk is on. If there is 
no Element on this location, she takes a less rare Element from the closest position to her 
Player disk. 
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If, after drafting, Eva ends on the first position for terraformation, 
she shifts two Elements from the furthest Numbered field to her 
Element Supply. In a game with more than two Players (more 
Eternal Opponents and/or more Human Players), if Eva is not the 
first nor the last to terraform, Eva shifts only one Element from 
Numbered field to her Element supply. 

 
TERRAFORMATION 

 
Eva is unpredictable but focused on winning. Eva’s diverse tactics and 
strategies are contained in 8 double-sided Tactics cards (corresponding to 
the D8 dice sides). One side of the card is intended for the first 
terraformation during Eva’s turn; another side is for the second and third. 
By the marking on the bottom left corner of the card, you can easily 
distinguish the sides. The clever combination of cards and reflection of the 
current situation allows Eva to develop meaningful and uncompromising 
strategies. 

She may miss some of the ‘human’ feelings and abilities, but Eva is a powerful opponent who 
can use any element as a ‘wild card’. With one exception, and that is a reservation of the tile. 
You have to remember that when planning your actions.  

At the beginning of each action during the 
terraformation phase, Eva must roll the D8 dice to show 
her intentions. If the D8 dice result corresponds to the 
numbered field containing an Element, this Element is 
immediately (i.e., before the below-mentioned 
verification process starts) shifted to Eva’s Exchange 
zone (Eva can’t use this Element for terraformation). 

 

Then, we select a Tactics card with a D8 number result displayed. 

First, check the proper Tactics card side (depending on the number of Eva’s terraformation 
actions this round) to see if this card contains an eligible tactic for her turn. This is done by 

1. Verifying if the tactic is allowed at all (i.e., if it isn’t a prohibited tactic for the first 
round or after the end game is triggered) ...remember that you have to check the 
correct side of the card as two sides of the same card can differ in this respect. 
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2. Verifying the existence of a suitable tile(s) 

• The tile must meet required conditions (conditions printed in red on the tactics card 
and/or indicated in the card description)  

• Eva has enough Elements to terraform this tile (total of Elements in her supply and 
on Numbered fields) 

If verification fails, a tactics card with one higher 
number undergoes a verification. This process repeats 
until validation passes. We now have the valid Eva tactic 
card selected with the correct side up.  

Having decided about Eva’s tactics, now it is time to 
identify the particular Myraclia tile she wants to 
terraform. If there is only one suitable tile, Eva terraforms 
it without preferred conditions taken into account. 
Otherwise, we narrow the group of suitable tiles identified 
after the verification process by applying the preferred 
conditions displayed on the tactics card from top to 
bottom. If a preferred condition with higher priority can be 
applied (there are suitable tiles fulfilling this condition), it 
must be applied before considering the following (lower) 
condition. If the condition with higher priority can’t be 
met, we still evaluate the lower priority conditions.  

Some preferred conditions with the ‘no first round’ or ‘no end game’ symbol are not checked 
(skipped) during the first round or after the end game is triggered, respectively. 

After considering all preferred conditions, we end up with one or more tiles suitable for 
terraformation.  

• In case we end up with a single tile, 
Eva terraforms this particular tile. 

• If we end up with 2 to 6 tiles, we mark them 
in any order with wooden Counter tokens 
(picking the required number of consecutive 
tokens). Then we decide about the tile with 
the D6 dice roll (possibly emulating D3 dice 
if there are only 2 or 3 tiles to choose from) 

• In very rare situations, we can end up with a group of 7 or more suitable tiles. In this 
case, the Human Player with the lowest points on the Scoring board selects any tile 
they want Eva to terraform from the group.  
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Remember that the same procedure is used whenever more options for Eva remain after 
applying all applicable filters (e.g., choosing the tile for reservation, selecting the space during 
surface expansion, selecting tile for placing Eternity token, etc.) 

Eva’s terraformation of the tile is performed by discarding elements from Eva’s supply first, 
then from numbered fields (starting with space with the highest number). The rarity/color of 
the Elements does not matter during Eva’s terraformation. 

Provided Eva has enough elements (in her supply and on numbered fields), Eva performs a 
maximum of three actions on her turn during the terraformation phase, like any other player. 
If Eva has some actions left, but she does not have enough Elements to terraform another 
otherwise eligible tile, she tries to reserve the tile (reservation explained in a separate section).  

Other important rules to remember during Eva’s terraformation phase 

• For every Element not used by a human 
player who already finished their turn 
during this terraformation phase 
(Elements in their Exchange zone), Eva 
shifts at the beginning of her turn one 
Element from the furthest Numbered 
field to her supply.  

• Released Element for Eva is placed on an empty Numbered field with the lowest number 
• Elements not used by Eva on her turn during the terraformation phase (from her supply 

and Numbered fields) are placed onto the Exchange zone (to be used by Players yet 
waiting for their turn).  

TILE RESERVATION 

Eva always makes reservations as her last action during the terraformation phase. If she has 
already spent all three actions for terraformation, she can’t make a reservation. 

Eva makes a reservation only if all of the following conditions are met (conditions are checked 
in the following order): 

a)  Eva doesn’t have enough Elements for full terraformation of any eligible tile (i.e., free tile 
neighboring Eva’s or other Player’s tile) 

a1)  This condition can be met before the roll of the D8 dice. In this case, D8 dice must 
be rolled anyway, but only to determine if the result matches the Numbered field 
with Element. Like with terraformation action, Element from the matching area 
must be shifted to the Exchange zone, and Eva cannot use it for reservation. 
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b2)  In another situation, the lack of elements can be caused by the D8 dice roll itself (by 
shifting a matching Element to the Exchange zone). Of course, the D8 dice is not 
rolled again in this case. 

b)  Eva must have at least one Element on Numbered fields 

c)  There are free eligible tiles on Myraclia surface which require 
Elements color-matching at least one Element on Eva’s 
Numbered field.  

d)  Eva has enough points for reservation on the Scoring board (like with Human Player, each 
missing Element costs Eva one point) 

If all these conditions are fulfilled, Eva makes a reservation. She can use only Elements from 
Numbered fields for this purpose. If there are more tiles suitable for reservation, Eva selects 
the tile following these priorities: 1. tile with most elements from Numbered fields to be used 
for reservation 2. tile with least missing elements after reservation (lowest point loss) 3. tile 
neighboring most of Eva’s own tiles. If, after following these priorities, Eva still has more 
reservation options, use the EVA D6 dice roll (explained above). 

TERRAFORMATION OF RESERVED TILE 

If Eva has a reserved tile at the beginning of her turn, she immediately terraforms it as her first 
action. Although the tile selection process is skipped in this case, other terraformation rules 
still apply here. Including the D8 dice roll at the beginning of the action and possible element 
shift from Numbered field to Eva’s Exchange zone in case of a match.  

For completeness, it is necessary to add that Eva never cancels or changes the reservation. Nor 
does she adds Elements to the already reserved tile. 
 

EXPANDING MYRACLIA SURFACE 
  

As stated in Myraclia base-game rules, Eva expands the Myraclia surface at the end of her turn 
with new Tiles from the Tiles display like other Players. If Eva needs only 1 or 2 tiles from the 
Tiles display, the tiles picking process follows these rules: 

1. If the end game is not triggered yet and Eva is missing only one surface type (counting 
her terraformed and reserved tiles), pick the tile(s) of this type from the Tiles display. If 
there are more tiles of this type available than needed, use D6 dice (with D3 simulation) 
to exclude one (if 2 from 3 are needed) or to identify the one (if 1 is needed). In case Eva 
needs more tiles, and only one is of the missing surface type, pick another tile from the 
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next position following order (1) > (2) > (3) > (1) with position (1) being the most left 
position on Tiles Display.  

2. Otherwise, let the D6 (simulating D3) dice decide 
about the tile to be added. With that in mind, 

a) if only 1 tile from Tiles Display is needed, 
identify it by the D6 (D3) dice roll, 

b) if 2 tiles from 3 Tiles in Tiles Display are needed, 
rule out one by the D6 (D3) dice roll. 

When expanding the Myraclia surface, Eva follows general rules (including the Compact form 
rule). If more tiles are to be added, they are picked randomly (from hand) from those selected 
in the tiles picking process described above. Eva ads new tiles to (in order) 

1. empty spaces neighboring most of Eva’s own tiles while 
not neighboring any of the opponents’ tiles 

2. empty space neighboring (or nearest to, if necessary) most 
of Eva’s own tiles 

Eva’s own tiles include tiles reserved by Eva, but fully terraformed 
tiles have higher priority during consideration. Opponent’s tiles 
include tiles terraformed or reserved by any of Eva’s opponents 
(including another Eternal Opponent). 

If there are more eligible spaces with the same priority, use D6(D3) dice.  

DARKNESS TILES 
 (OPTIONAL EXPANSION) 

If a Darkness tile is available on Tiles display, Eva must pick it first like any Player. If she needs 
more than 1 tile to expand Myraclia, Eva checks first for missing surface type (like mentioned 
above); otherwise, she picks the tile from the next position on Tiles Display following order 
(1) > (2) > (3) > (1). 

When expanding Myraclia with a Darkness tile, Eva follows different principles. Eva places the 
tile to empty space not neighboring any of Eva’s own tiles (counting the reserved tiles) while  
neighboring (or nearest to, if necessary) most of the opponents’ tiles (counting the reserved 
tiles),  

Remember that proximity to Eva’s own tiles is considered only until the last round is triggered. 
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END OF ROUND 
 

Like any other player, Eva receives free 
Elements from the tiles she terraformed. 
These elements are placed randomly on empty 
Numbered fields, starting with an empty field 
with the lowest number up. 

 
ETERNITY TOKENS 

(OPTIONAL EXPANSION) 

When picking eligible tile for Eternity token placement, Eva follows similar principles like when 
she expands Myraclia surface. This means that Eva place randomly selected Eternity token on 

1. free Myraclia tile neighboring most of Eva’s own tiles while not neighboring any of 
the opponents’, and if there is no such tile,  

2. free Myraclia tile neighboring most of Eva’s own tiles 

In both cases, count reserved tiles among neighboring tiles. 
 

 STRENGTH ADJUSTMENT 
 

You can independently adjust the strength of your Eternal 
Opponents. There are three levels of strength, with Normal strength 
rules being described above. Here are the modifications of the rules 
for the other two strength levels. 

Calm strength level: 

• The Eternal Opponent never makes a reservation of a Myraclia tile 

Savage strength level: 

• Two elements drawn for Eva at the beginning of the game and Free Elements obtained 
by Eva at the end of the round are placed in Eva’s supply instead on Numbered fields. 

Mark the Eternal Opponent with proper Temper card side if playing against Calm or Savage 
opponent. 
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TACTICS CARDS CONDITIONS  
   

 
 
 

This tactic requires free tile that neighbors at 
least two tiles terraformed and/or reserved by 

the same opponent. Preferred is proximity to 
fully terraformed opponent’s tiles.  

  
 
 
 

Eva wants a tile that neighbors at least three 
tiles terraformed and/or reserved  

by the same opponent.  

   
 
 

With this tactic card, Eva targets a free 
 tile(s) that provide the most straight points 

(points displayed on the tile         ). 

  
 
  

This tactic is valid if there is a free tile right next 
to the other tile previously terraformed by Eva. 

  
 
 

This tactic requires a free tile that releases 
and/or provides a free element (        ). 

 
 
 
 
 
  

Eva uses this tactic only if she misses 1 or 2 
surface types (no more), and there is an eligible 

free tile of a surface type she is missing.  

 
 
 
 

Eva targets a free tile of the surface type she 
has terraformed the most tiles. Only surface 

types of which she has terraformed at least 2, 
but no more than 4 tiles are considered. If most 
terraformed tiles are of multiple surface types, 

all these surface types are considered.  
  
 
 

Eva wants a tile that needs  
the least number of elements to terraform. 

  

neighboring most of eva’s own tiles 
Eva prefers a tile which 

neighbors more of her tiles. 
  

releases and/or provides free element 
Eva prefers a tile that releases and/or 

provides a free Element (        ). 
  

surface type eva is missing 
(least available surface type) 

 Eva prefers a tile of a surface type she is 
missing. From more missing types, she selects 

the one least available in the playing area. 
  

most numerous eva’s surface set 
(only set of less than 5 counts) 

Eva prefers a tile of a surface type from which 
she has already terraformed most tiles. 

Only types she has less than 5 tiles 
are taken into account.  

  
most points 

From available eligible tiles, Eva wants 
a tile that provides the most straight points 

(points displayed on the tile         ). 
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LUNA EXPANSION RULES 
LUNA is an expansion and requires Myraclia board game to play 

  

CONTENTS: 
1 LUNA Drafting board extension 

1 Metal cube 
  

SETUP: 
Just attach the LUNA board extension to the left side of the Drafting board. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

RULES: 
At the beginning of each Drafting phase, 

place the metal LUNA Cube on the drafting board extension. 
 This cube is very powerful as it contains all the Elements. 
LUNA cube is considered a ‘Wild Card’ ready to be used. 

 However, during the drafting phase, the Player who chooses LUNA Cube 
 cannot draft any more Elements (as if they decided to pass) and 

will be the last Player to terraform. ;-) 
All rules for wild cards are in place, so you can immediately 

enjoy the ‘expanded’ game without the necessity to learn new rules. 
  

LUNA expansion is compatible with Eternity and Darkness expansions. 
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